
Dear 

Sir/Madam, 

SAJNA S 

RADIOGRAPHER 

P 

A 

I am submitting my job application for the role of XRAY Technologist available with your hospital. 
I have comprehensive experience in working on XRAY and noting the results correctly. As an 

accomplished and detail oriented professional, I feel my extensive knowledge and ability to 
perform the basic medical procedures renders me the best fit for your team. 

8129783037 

l am listing down my key role responsibilities for your review: 

sajnasaju1000@gmail.com 

Verify the correct working of XRAY Machine and report the issues if any. 

Erikkalavila house poovar po, Trivandrum Kerala 
695525 

Maintaining good radiographer patient relationship. 

Collecting detailed history of patient - checking patient'sprevious reports etc. 

Sincerely 

Ensure no metallic implant with in patient'sbody. 

Explain the whole procedure to the patient. 

SAJNA S 

Contacting with Radiologist for any queries regarding patienthistory, clinical history. 

Comply with the patient's safety standards. 

Continuous monitoring of patientMaintaining the records and reports of patient up to date. 

I would like to thank you for reviewing my job qualifications. Enclosed is my resume to provide you 
further information about my educational qualifications and occupational history. I hope to get a 
face-to-face round of discussion and explain my job qualifications to benefit as your next XRAY 
Technologist. 



8129783037 

sajnasaju1000@gmail.com 

Erikkalavila house poovar 
po Trivandrum, 695525 

ABOUT ME 
DOB: 13-09-2000 

Nationality: Indian 
Marital status: Unmarried 

SKILLS 

" Xray, Mammogram, CT 
" Patient care & communication 

" Machine maintenance 

" Time managenment 
" Radiation safety protocols 

LANGUAGE 

" Tamil 

" Enghlish 
Malayalam 

DECLARATION 

I here by declare the curriculum 
vitae is true and correct. 

Name: Sajna s 

SAJNA S 
RADIOGRAPHER 

CAREER OBJECTIVE 

To obtain a position that would be sensitive to 
the needs of an experienced 
DiagnosticRadiographer. I would like to get an 
employerwho is willing to utilize my 
knowledge andexperience in mammography, 
X-ray, CT & MRIlas well as my academic 
accomplishments. lenjoy the responsibilities 
and the challengesof new situations. 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

" MGR UNIVERSITY 

BACHELOR OF RADIOGRAPHY AND 

IMAGING TECHNOLOGY 

GRACE COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH AND 

SCIENCE, KANYAKUMARI 

EXPERIENCE 

"CARE & CURE VIZHINJAM 

RADIOGRAPHER -PRESENT 

Equipped with :Fuji CR Xray 

-2022 

" METRO SCANS & LABORATORIES, 
NEDUMANGADU 

RADIOGRAPHER -2023 MAR-2024 FEB 

Equipped with:CT-machine GE 16 slice, 
GE CR Xray 

" GRACE HOSPITAL KALIYAKAVILA 

TRAINEE - 2022 JUL-2023 FEB 

Equipped with :cT-machine 1 slice, GE CR 
Xray, OPG Asahi. 


